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ASCLEPIOS is a 3-year Research and Innovation project
funded under Horizon 2020. It kicked off in December 2018
in Athens, and will end at November 2021.
The vision of ASCLEPIOS is to maximise the trust of users on
cloud-based healthcare services by developing mechanisms
that protect corporate and personal sensitive data, using
modern cryptographic approaches. This cloud-based
eHealth framework will be showcased in three demonstrators
provided by ASCLEPIOS healthcare partners, involving three
leading European hospitals.

@Asclepios_H2020

The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093
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VISION
The healthcare sector is undergoing a massive
digital transformation and eHealth stands
in the spotlight. Although the core idea in
the early stages of eHealth was mainly
to digitalise handwritten patient records,
scientists have gone a long way beyond that:
they envisioned a world where patients could
access their digital medical record and share
it with healthcare professionals regardless of
their location.

ASCLEPIOS will design and develop an
eHealth framework that will allow patients
to store and share their medical records in
a secure and privacy-preserving way while
at the same time they will be able to receive
certain guarantees about the trusted state
of the overall framework. In addition to that,
healthcare proffesionals will be able to
perform analytics in a privacy-preserving
way.

Although someone would expect rapid
adoption of these promising technologies,
the lack of effective security mechanisms is
making healthcare professionals and patients
reluctant to store sensitive data online,
resulting in an overall slow adoption of
eHealth.

Driven by the vision to bridge new
technologies and health data security, the
ASCLEPIOS project will address these
challenges and build a cloud-based eHealth
framework that protects users’ privacy. The
contribution of ASCLEPIOS revolves around
three axes:

Medical data
encryption
and sharing
with modern
cryptographic
schemes

Software- and
Hardwarebased
attestation
protocols
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Raising
security
awareness
of professionals
in the
healthcare
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PLATFORM
The ASCLEPIOS Platform comprises various components, which interact with each other and
provide the core ASCLEPIOS functionalities:
Trusted Cloud Provider: Storage of encrypted data and components hosting
Analytics Layer: Secure analytics on health-related data
Revocation Authority: Smooth user revocation (e.g. when compromised)
Registration Authority: Registration of medical personnel and patients to eHealth services
Policy Enforcement Layer: Efficient and flexible access policies enforcement
Attestation Layer: Server integrity validation and identification of unauthorised modifications
Crypto Layer: Cryptography toolkit (Searchable Encryption, Attribute-based Encryption,
Functional Encryption)
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DEMONSTRATORS
Three demonstrators provided by the ASCLEPIOS healthcare partners will showcase the
functionalities of ASCLEPIOS in different use cases. Leading European hospitals and research
centres will be involved.

Monitoring & Benchmarking of Antibiotic Prescription
Provision of feedback to clinicians on their antibiotics prescriptions, while protecting
privacy
Aggregated performance indicators, across healthcare organisations, using secure
multiparty computation
Pilot: Norwegian Centre for E-health Research

Stroke Acute Care Treatment & Research
Dynamic access authorisation to patient information during the stroke hyper-acute
phase
Privacy-preserving analytics on cloud-based medical data for predictive modelling
in stroke care research
Pilot: Amsterdam UMC

In- and Outpatient Sleep Medicine
Remote processing of home sleep testing and inpatient recordings, using dynamic
access policies
Assessment of signal quality and the patient‘s health status using functional
encryption analytics

Pilot: Charité & CBMI-HTW

The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
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EVENTS
ACM SAC 2019

The main idea on the core cryptographic
parts of ASCLEPIOS was presented on
12 April 2019 in Limassol, Cyprus at
ACM SAC. The paper entitled “The Lord
of the Shares: Combining Attribute-Based
Encryption and Searchable Encryption
for Flexible Data Sharing” was presented
by Prof. Antonis Michalas from Tampere
University. Read more...

FICS Research Weekly Seminar

The approach of ASCLEPIOS for the stroke
acute care demonstrator was presented
at the weekly seminar for graduate and
undergraduate students, at Florida Institute
for Cybersecurity Research, on 10 October
2019. The presented work has been
published in the paper “Red Alert: BreakGlass Protocol to Access Encrypted Medical
Records in the Cloud”. Read more...

ICT Security World 2019

A presentation of the main aspects of
ASCLEPIOS security services and panel
discussion with top executives from the
cybersecurity industry took place in the 5th
ICT Security World 2019 on 14 November
2019. The presentation focused, among
others, on the security challenges in cloudbased healthcare applications. Read
more...
The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093
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EVENTS
NordSec 2019

The paper “MicroScope: Enabling
Access Control in Symmetric Searchable
Encryption with the use of Attribute-Based
Encryption and SGX”,was presented in
NordSec 2019 on 20 November 2019.
The NordSec conferences address a broad
range of topics on IT security. Read more...

1st ASCLEPIOS Awareness Workshop

The first of our security awareness
workshops, took place on16 January 2020,
at the location of Secura in Amsterdam. This
workshop, themed “Protecting vital assets,
the art and science of working with medical
data”, focused on the current limitations
concerning the collection, storage and
access to the sensitive patient’s medical
data. Read more...

H2020 SYNERGY
ASCLEPIOS is part of the H2020 Synergy created among EU-funded projecs in
the field of cybersecurity in the healthcare domain. This synergy aims to increase
the collaboration among sister projects and promote the exchange and visibility
of scientific results through the joint participation in events.
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WHAT’S NEXT?

New challenges and new adventures for
the ASCLEPIOS Project! Stay tuned to
discover more...

WE ARE SOCIAL
@Asclepios_H2020

Asclepios-project

www.asclepios-project.eu
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Project Coordinator
Tamas Kiss, University of Westminster
t.kiss@westminster.ac.uk
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